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Abstract
Polygons are described as almost-convex if their perimeter differs from the perimeter of their min-
imum bounding rectangle by twice their ‘concavity index’, m. Such polygons are called m-convex
polygons. We first use the inclusion–exclusion principle to rederive the known generating function
for 1-convex self-avoiding polygons (SAPs). We then use our results to derive the exact anisotropic
generating functions for osculating and neighbour-avoiding 1-convex SAPs, their isotropic form hav-
ing recently been conjectured.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In his seminal paper [1] Temperley introduced a number of combinatorial problems that
endure to this day. These problems entail the enumeration of self-avoiding walks (SAWs)
that are necessarily closed, forming self-avoiding polygons (SAPs). Despite a great deal of
initial work, rigorous results remain elusive. What was more attainable was the proof [2]
that there exists a certain exponential asymptotic growth in the number of SAWs, counted
by their length, and SAPs, counted by their perimeter, which is known to be the same for
a given lattice. Furthermore, for length n, it is believed that their asymptotic behaviour is
described by µnnγ−1, where µ is the growth constant and γ the critical exponent [3–5].
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Exact results are more difficult and have so-far required the restriction of the enumer-
ation of SAPs to subclasses that are in some way convex. In two dimensions, convexity
means that the perimeter is equal in length to the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR),
such as in Fig. 1. Progress in exact enumeration came via the now standard method for
counting the subclass of convex polygons called staircase polygons [6–8], which lead to
the enumeration of convex polygons [9–12]. The convexity condition was then relaxed
in one dimension, giving row- or column-convex polygons [13–17]. In 1997, Bousquet-
Mélou and Guttmann (BMG) [18] gave exact results for convex SAPs of three dimensions
and a method for their enumeration in an arbitrary dimension [18]. They used an inclusion–
exclusion argument that is our primary tool in this paper.
In 1992, Enting et al. [19] classified self-avoiding polygons (SAPs) on the square lat-
tice according to a ‘concavity index’, m. Almost-convex polygons are those SAPs whose
perimeter differs from that of their minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) by twice their
concavity index, if this is non-zero. If their concavity index is m, they are said to be
m-convex polygons.1 Enting et al. proceeded to derive the asymptotic behaviour of the
number of m-convex polygons according to their perimeter, n for m = o(√n ). The results
were confirmed for the case m = 0 (i.e., convex polygons) by the known perimeter gener-
ating function. Soon after their paper was submitted, Lin [20] derived the exact generating
function for 1-convex polygons, using a ‘divide and conquer’ technique introduced to the
problem of convex animals (the interior of a convex SAP) by Klarner and Rivest [21]. His
result provided support for a conjecture in [19], giving the next term in the asymptotic
expansion.
Convex polygons, which we do not assume to be self-avoiding, can be uniquely de-
termined by rooting them at an arbitrary vertex. The polygons in Fig. 1, for example, are
rooted at the bottom corner. If the polygons do not immediately reverse direction, form-
ing a 1-dimensional loop, then they are either self-avoiding or have only 2-dimensional
loops. Now, the inclusion–exclusion approach can be summarised by saying that one over-
counts the class one is interested in (i.e., convex SAPs) by considering convex polygons
that are not necessarily self-avoiding, and then one removes those that intersect. To do
this, they factor intersecting convex polygons as unimodal polygons with unimodal loops
at their root. A unimodal polygon can itself be factored as a staircase polygon with a uni-
modal loop. The approach therefore requires the enumeration of these subsets of the desired
1
‘Almost-convex’ has sometimes been used to describe the 1-convex case, which we consider to be one exam-ple of almost-convex polygons.
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structure of this paper.
Section 3 extends the 2-dimensional case of BMG’s argument to the case where m = 1.
The motivation for this is to generalise this extension for cases where m > 1, which does
not seem realistic using the ‘divide and conquer’ technique. These results are expected
shortly. We begin, in Section 3.1, by defining ‘m-defective polygons’. These are charac-
terised by the number of exceptions, m to their convexity constraint. Those which are not
1-staircase we label ‘corner-defective’ polygons. These motivate the definition of the se-
ries Sa,b , which uncovers a useful change of variables that makes the generating function
of many classes of convex polygons rational in these variables. We then enumerate the
corner-defective polygons to leave us with 1-staircase SAPs. We then follow an analogous
approach to enumerate 1-defective unimodal polygons in Section 3.2. Among these poly-
gons there are also intersecting loops with no staircase factors, whose indent forms a ‘twist’
in the polygon. We enumerate these, as well as ‘corner-defective’ unimodal polygons, to
obtain the generating function for 1-unimodal SAPs. The enumeration of 1-convex poly-
gons is completed in Section 3.3, leading to the confirmation of Lin’s result for 1-convex
SAPs in [20] as a corollary.
A fairly recent development of Jensen’s [22] was to obtain the isotropic generating
function for two classes of polygons closely related to almost-convex SAPs, namely oscu-
lating polygons (OPs) and neighbour-avoiding polygons (NAPs). Osculating polygons are
described by Jensen as the super-set of SAPs that can be described by a polygon which
can touch at one or more vertices but does not overlap (share an arc) or cross. Neighbour-
avoiding polygons must have any neighbouring vertices joined by an edge. He proved
results for convex OPs and NAPs and gave conjectures for 1-convex OPs and NAPs. We
examine, in Section 4, the structure of osculating 1-convex SAPs, as well as their staircase
and unimodal subclasses. We are therefore able to easily express the generating functions
of osculating 1-convex SAPs in terms of the subclasses of 1-convex SAPs that we enu-
merated in Section 3. In Section 5, we look at the known bijection between osculating and
neighbour-avoiding convex polygons in order to extend it to the 1-convex case. The same
bijection will work if a neighbour-avoiding constraint is imposed locally around the indent.
We must therefore repeat the enumeration of almost-convex polygons done in Section 3
with this extra condition. We then construct OPs with a neighbour-avoiding condition on
the indent and apply the bijection to obtain the anisotropic generating function of 1-convex
NAPs, whose isotropic case verifies Jensen’s conjecture. Finally, we study the asymptotic
behaviour of the osculating and neighbour-avoiding polygons in Section 6, giving the lead-
ing term for m = o(√n ) and a conjecture for the first correction term.
2. Notation and definitions
2.1. Review of convex polygons
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic definitions of polygons. Please refer
to [18] for these definitions, and that of the operator EI .
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a word u = u1u2 . . . un on the alphabet A = {1,2, 1¯, 2¯}. If ui = k (respectively k¯), then
si+1 − si = ek (respectively −ek), and we note that k = k.
Notation (Negative alphabet, composite alphabet). If we take the alphabet I ⊂ A, we
denote I+ ⊂ I to be the set of positive elements of I , and I− to be the set of negative
elements. The negative alphabet, I¯ is {k | k¯ ∈ I }. Its composite alphabet, I c is A\I .
Notation (Direction). If a directed walk can be represented by a word that consists of, and
only of, steps of the set I such that I ∩ I¯ = ∅, then it is a walk in direction I . A 1-di-
mensional walk in direction {k} is referred to simply as in direction k.
Notation (Spanning rectangle). The MBR of two vertices, si and sj is called the (si , sj )-
spanning rectangle. SR is the acronym of the spanning rectangle, while the SR of a polygon
p is denoted SR(p).
Notation (m.b.g.f., m.g.f., s.g.f.). The acronym m.b.g.f. is used for the (anisotropic) mini-
mum bounding rectangle perimeter generating function. This is the multiperimeter gener-
ating function, or m.g.f., for convex polygons. Also, s.g.f. refers to the spanning rectangle
perimeter generating function.
Notation (E). For our 2-dimensional case, E[1,2][f (x, y)] is denoted E[f (x, y)].
2.2. Almost-convex polygons
A SAP on the square lattice is said to be m-convex if its perimeter differs from that of
the MBR by twice its concavity index, m. These terms will be formally defined below.
Definition 1 (Almost-directed). Let us consider a walk, w on the alphabetA and a direction
I such that I¯ = I c . We say |w|k¯∩I¯ , where |w|∅ = 0, is the concavity index of w in direction
k w.r.t. I . The concavity index w.r.t. I for the walk w is then given by
∑
k∈I¯ |w|k . A walk is
denoted m-directed, of the almost-directed class of walks, if its concavity index is m > 0.
For example, the walk 2212¯1¯1¯211 is almost-directed w.r.t. {1,2}, with concavity indices 2
and 1 in directions 1 and 2 respectively. The difference between the half-perimeter of the
w-spanning rectangle and the length of the walk is twice the concavity index.
Notation (Indent). An m-convex polygon or m-directed walk is characterised by m edges
that are in the opposite direction to the other edges around it. Such edges we will call
indents. If the edges around it are in direction k, the indent is also said to be in direction k,
despite being a k¯ step.
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polygon w and let F(w) = {(u, v) | uv ∈ P(w)} be the set of all two-part cyclic factorisa-
tions of the polygon w. We define the concavity index in direction k of w to be
min
(u,v)∈F(w)
(|u|k¯ + |v|k),
and if (u∗, v∗) is the factorisation which achieves this minimum, we denote [w]k = |u∗|k¯
and [w]k¯ = |v∗|k . This is the number of indents that are neither among the first, nor the
last elements of u or v respectively. The concavity index of the rooted polygon w, denoted
[w], is ∑k∈A[w]k . For some I such that I¯ = I c , the concavity indices with respect to I of
the rooted polygon w are {[w]k, [w]k¯}k∈I , and we write that [w]I =
∑
k∈I [w]k . Note that
these definitions extend to dimensions greater than two.
Definition 3 (Almost-staircase). Let us consider those rooted polygons that factor as uv,
where u and v are (almost-)directed walks in direction I and I¯ , respectively, between the
root and the point s|u|+1. If the concavity indices of uv w.r.t. I are {|u|k¯ , |v|k}k∈I such
that I¯ = I c , then the rooted polygon uv is called a rooted almost-staircase polygon, and
we call s|u|+1 the co-root. We note that this means that all the indents are inside the SR.
If its concavity index, [uv], is equal to m > 0, it is called a rooted m-staircase polygon.
An almost-staircase polygon is one that can be represented by a rooted almost-staircase
polygon. Such a polygon is also called an m-staircase polygon if its concavity index is m.
An example of a 1-staircase polygon can be found in Fig. 2(a).
Notation (co-root). The co-root, defined above, of an almost-staircase polygon will some-
times be marked by a dot. The staircase polygon, uv whose co-root is s|u|+1 is therefore
denoted u·v.
Definition 4 (Almost-unimodal). A rooted polygon is m-unimodal in direction k if it can
be written as uv, where u and v are words on A such that [uv]k = |u|k¯ , [uv]k¯ = |v|k
and m = [uv]{k,k¯}. Now, let us take I such that I¯ = I c . A rooted polygon is called m-
unimodal in direction I if it is mk-unimodal in each direction k ∈ I and m =∑k mk . An
m-unimodal polygon is one that can be represented by a rooted m-unimodal polygon. An
almost-unimodal polygon is one that is m-unimodal for m > 0.
(a) Staircase: 2122112¯12212121¯2¯2¯1¯1¯1¯2¯2¯1¯1¯2¯2¯ (b) Convex: 22212¯1221121¯21¯2¯2¯1¯1¯2¯2¯1¯1¯2¯12¯1Fig. 2. Two examples of rooted 1-convex polygons.
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(after a cyclic permutation) by a rooted polygon that is m-unimodal in direction k. Let
us take I such that I¯ = I c . If there exists some cyclic permutation of the polygon that
is mk-unimodal for all directions k ∈ I , then the polygon is denoted m-convex, where
m =∑k mk . Such a polygon is also called an almost-convex polygon if its concavity index
is greater than zero. An example of a convex polygon can be found in Fig. 2(b).
3. The enumeration of polygons with concavity index, m= 1
3.1. Enumerating 1-staircase polygons
The function Zλ is defined in [18], a special case of which is Zd that counts the number
of staircase polygons in d dimensions. Let us denote as Z the multiperimeter generating
function (m.g.f.) for 2-dimensional oriented staircase polygons, Z2:
Z ≡ Z2(x, y) =
∑
n,m
(
n + m
n
)2
xnym = 1√
∆
,
where ∆ = 1 − 2x − 2y − 2xy + x2 + y2. This gives us the m.g.f. for oriented staircase
SAPs, S = 1 − √∆, as Z = 1 + SZ from the standard factorisation argument for counting
staircase SAPs. In contrast, we denote the m.g.f. for non-oriented, 2-dimensional (i.e., not
11¯ or 22¯) staircase polygons to be SP and note that SP = (S − x − y)/2.
One can easily see the bijection between staircase polygons and pairs of directed walks
between opposite corners of the MBR, which gives us Z. For the almost-convex case,
a directed walk and a 1-directed walk are taken between the root and co-root to generate
all 1-staircase polygons. However, if the last vertical step is the indent, then the result-
ing unrooted polygon is not almost-convex, it is unimodal (as in Fig. 3). Similarly, it is
not 1-staircase if the first vertical step is the indent. Let us begin, then, by enumerating
this class, which we denote 1-defect staircase polygons, of the defective-convex class of
polygons, and we will exclude the extra polygons later.
Definition 6 (Defective-staircase). If a rooted polygon factors as uv, where u and v are
(almost-)directed walks between a vertex taken as the root and a vertex as co-root in direc-
tions I and I¯ respectively such that I¯ = I c , then uv is said to be a rooted defective-staircase
polygon in direction I . As such, the polygon vu is defective-staircase in direction I¯ . NoteFig. 3. A 1-defect staircase SAP (11211212·1¯1¯21¯1¯2¯2¯1¯2¯2¯) which is not 1-staircase.
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w.r.t. I and I¯ of the walks u and v respectively, which is half the difference in length of the
polygon and its SR. If this sum is equal to m, then we denote the polygon uv as m-defect
staircase and define [u·v](s) = m. A defective-staircase polygon is, by definition, rooted.
Defective-staircase polygons will usually be enumerated according to the SR of the root
and co-root.
3.1.1. The inclusion–exclusion principle and 1-defective staircase polygons
We demonstrate the use of the inclusion–exclusion principle here by enumerating 1-de-
fective staircase polygons, and we follow this demonstration mutatis mutandis to enumer-
ate later classes of polygons that can be described simply by words on the alphabet A.
Lemma 3.1. Let us consider the rooted 1-defect staircase polygons in direction A+ such
that the indent is not in a 1-dimensional loop. The (root, co-root)-spanning rectangle gen-
erating function (s.g.f.), denoted Z′, is
Z′ = 2
y
δ
δx
xSPZ.
Proof. Let us take a rooted 1-defect staircase polygon, u · v, and assume, without loss of
generality, that the indent is in direction 2. For an n × m spanning rectangle, this puts u (re-
spectively v) in one-to-one correspondence with the words u1u2 . . . un+m+2 (respectively
v1v2 . . . vn+m) on the alphabet A+ (respectively A−) such that
• an occurrence of 2 in u, corresponding to the indent, is distinguished, and
• |u|1 = |v|1¯ = n, |v|2¯ = m, |u|2 = m + 1, |u|2 = 1, |u|1¯ = |v|1 = |v|2 = 0.
Thus, the s.g.f. for 1-defect staircase polygons is
∑
n,m
(m + 2)
(
n + m + 2
n
)(
n + m
n
)
xnym
=
∑
n,m
(n + 1)
(
n + 1 + m + 1
n + 1
)(
n + m
n
)
xnym. (1)
More generally, let us consider the set of directions in which there is a 1-dimensional
loop containing the indent, denoted J . Here the indent is in direction 2, so we have J ⊂
{2, 2¯}. Thus, the m.g.f. for rooted 1-staircase polygons, uv, having a factor kk¯ in u for all
k ∈ J is
SJ =
∑
n,m
(n + 1)
(
n + 1 + m + 1 − |J |
n + 1
)(
n + m
n
)
xnym.
Using the inclusion–exclusion principle, the s.g.f. for rooted 1-defect staircase polygons
with no backtracks is
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J⊂{2,2¯}
(−1)|J |SJ =
∑
n,m
(n + 1)
(
n − 1 + m + 1
n − 1
)(
n + m
n
)
xnym
= δ
δx
x
y
∑
n,m
(
n − 1 + m
m
)(
n + m − 1
n
)
xnym. (2)
Note that the series is the generating function for the number of pairs of directed walks
from the points (1,0) and (0,1), both going to the point (n,m). Consider the walk con-
taining the point (1,0) (respectively (0,1)) as positively (respectively negatively) directed.
Then there is a bijection between the objects counted by this series, and the number
of polygons uv such that  is a (possibly empty) staircase polygon, and the polygon
1uv2¯ (respectively 2uv1¯) is a 2-dimensional staircase loop (n.b. it is positively oriented
and self-avoiding). The bijection is therefore with the composition of a non-oriented 2-
dimensional staircase loop and an oriented staircase polygon, and the generating function
is SPZ. 
3.1.2. Factorisation to yield self-avoiding 1-defect staircase polygons
Definition 7 (Maximal staircase decomposition). For some rooted m-defective staircase
polygon, w, in direction I , let the set of staircase decompositions such that uv contains all
the indents be
SI (w) =
{
(u, l1, v, l2)
∣∣ pul1vq = w, qp = l2, [u · v](s) = m}.
The maximal staircase decomposition of a rooted defective-staircase polygon, w, which
we denote w(s) = (u∗, l∗1 , v∗, l∗2 ), is defined as
w(s) = max
MBR(l1)
max
MBR(l2)
SI (w),
which maximises the size of the non-defective factors, while ordering symmetrical decom-
positions. For example, SA+(1212¯122·1¯2¯1¯1¯2¯) = {(1212¯122,∅, 1¯2¯1¯1¯2¯,∅), (12¯122,∅, 1¯2¯1¯,
1¯2¯12), (2¯122,∅, 1¯2¯, 1¯1¯2¯121)}, and the maximal decomposition is 1212¯1221¯2¯1¯1¯2¯(s) =
(2¯122,∅, 1¯2¯, 1¯1¯2¯121).
Proposition 3.2. If S′ is the s.g.f. for 1-defect staircase SAPs in directionA+ with a vertical
indent, then
S′ = ∆Z′ + 2SP(3SP + 2y)/y.
Proof. Let w be an arbitrary 1-defective staircase polygon in direction A+ such that the
indent is not in a 1-dimensional loop. It has a unique maximal decomposition, w(s) =
(u∗, l∗1 , v∗, l∗2 ). We assume without loss of generality that the indent occurs in direction 2,
that is, it is in u∗. The s.g.f. Z2S′ generates w(s) for all such w. For example, the first
decomposition in Fig. 4(b) is maximal and is generated.
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compositions
(b) The loop adjacent to the in-
dent is 2-dimensional
(c) The loop adjacent to the in-
dent is 1-dimensional
Fig. 4. Examples of 1-staircase polygons that are formed by composing staircase polygons with a 1-defect SAP.
If the indent is the first or last step of the 1-defect SAP, it can form a 1-dimensional loop with the adjacent
self-avoiding loop.
However, Z2S′ also generates decompositions, (u, l1, v, l2) where the first (respectively
last) step of u is the indent, that is, a 2¯, and where the last (respectively first) step of l2
(respectively l1) is a 2. In this case, a 1-dimensional loop is formed in the composition
ul1vl2. The second and third polygons in Fig. 4(b) and both polygons in Fig. 4(c) are
examples of such polygons, which are enumerated by the s.g.f. 2ZSP(SP + y)Z.
Now consider those maximal decompositions of 1-staircase polygons whose last step
of u is the indent. If the last step of l1 is also a 2¯, while its first step is a 1, then this
decomposition is not maximal. Take the last polygon of Fig. 4(b) as an example. This
polygon is the same as the first polygon in the figure, but the way of factorising it is not
maximal. These non-maximal compositions are generated by the s.g.f. Z2SP2. We are
therefore left with the identity
Z′ + 2ZSP(3SP + 2y)Z = ZS′Z. 
3.1.3. Corner self-avoiding polygons
Definition 8 (Corner-staircase, corner-unimodal). Any 2-dimensional rooted polygon that
has a cyclic permutation of its vertices, wu, such that
• v = i . . . iuj¯ . . . j¯ forms a unimodal polygon in direction I = {i, j} such that |v|1,1¯ −|u|1,1¯ = a and |v|2,2¯ − |u|2,2¯ = b, and
• w is an arbitrary almost-directed walk in direction {i, j¯} that contains the root,
is denoted a (rooted) (a, b)-corner unimodal polygon in direction I . If the polygon v is
staircase, it is denoted (a, b)-corner staircase in direction I . Note that if this walk is
m-directed, then the corner unimodal (respectively staircase) polygon will be m-convex
(respectively m-unimodal).
We also want to classify all such polygons for a given root. We therefore denote all
corner unimodal (respectively staircase) polygons in direction I whose root is a distance of
(±a,±b) from the root of v (which is the corner of the MBR that is minimal with respect
to I ) as [a, b]-corner unimodal (respectively staircase) polygons. For fixed m, polygons
which are [a, b]-corner unimodal (respectively staircase) such that a + b = m are called
m-corner unimodal (respectively staircase) polygons.
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We denote the generating function for pairs of directed walks going from (a,0) and
(0, b) to (n,m), and therefore of (a, b)-corner staircase polygons, by Sa,b . The m.b.g.f. is
therefore defined by the formal power series
Sa,b =
∑
n,m
(
n − a + m
m
)(
n + m − b
n
)
xnym
where a  0 and b  0. Expanding the first binomial term, rearranging, and repeating for
the second term, one arrives at
Sa,b = Sa+1,b + ySa,b−1 = Sa−1,b − ySa−1,b−1 = Sa,b−1 − xSa−1,b−1,
which gives us the following recurrence relation that is independent of b:
Sa+1,b = (1 + x − y)Sa,b − xSa−1,b. (3)
Together with the symmetrical case for Sa,b+1 and the boundary cases S0,0, S1,0 and S0,1,
this will fully determine Sa,b . Clearly, the boundary case S0,0 is simply the staircase poly-
gon m.g.f., Z, and S0,1 is symmetrical to S1,0.
Now, S1,0 enumerates the polygons uv such that  is a (possibly empty) staircase
polygon, and the polygon 1uv is a positively oriented self-avoiding staircase loop, or the
1-dimensional loop 11¯. These are enumerated by (x + SP)Z. Defining u = x + SP and
v = y + SP , we have S1,0 = uS0,0, and, by symmetry, S0,1 = vS0,0. We are therefore left
with
Sa,b = uavbZ. (4)
We then factorise to obtain the m.g.f. for (a, b)-staircase SAPs, uavb . We can also re-
arrange our equations for u and v to obtain x = u(1 − v) and y = v(1 − u). As √∆ is
simply 1 −u− v, we can then write the generating functions for various m.g.f.s as rational
functions in u and v, including SP = uv, S = u + v and Z = 1/(1 − u − v).
3.1.5. Enumerating 1-staircase SAPs
Lemma 3.3. The m.b.g.f. for 1-staircase SAPs is
2
y2
(
−∆ + x((1 − x)2 − 4y)+ A(x,y)√
∆
)
where A(x,y) = 1 − 4x + 6x2 − 4x3 + x4 − 3y + 5xy − x2y − x3y + 3y2 − xy2 − y3.
Proof. We note that if a 1-defect SAP uv has its indent in u such that it is neither the first
or last step then it must be 1-staircase. Thus, the required m.b.g.f. must be S′ − 4S[0,1],
where S[a,b] is the s.g.f. for [a, b]-corner staircase polygons.
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Fig. 5. The steps around the root of an [a, b]-corner staircase SAP.
All [0, b]-staircase loops look like Fig. 5(a) near their root, (0, b), except for the pos-
sibility of a 1-dimensional loop. And so, if we allow 1-dimensional loops at the root and
then exclude such polygons by multiplying by (1 − x), we can write
S[0,b] = (1 − x)
y
∑
α
(
b − 1 + α
α
)
Sα+1,b = (1 − x)uv
b
y(1 − u)b ,
for b > 0. Letting b = 1 gives the case we require, which then yields the given result. 
3.2. Enumerating 1-unimodal polygons
Definition 9 (Defective-unimodal). For some rooted polygon, W(w), let (w) = {(u, v) |
uv = w} be the set of all two-part (non-cyclic) factorisations of w. The first vertex of w is
denoted its root. Now, let us take I such that I¯ = I c . We define the number of defects of w
in direction I to be [w]I =∑k∈I [w](u)k where
[w](u)k = min
(u,v)∈W(w)
(|u|k¯ + |v|k).
A rooted polygon, w is called m-defect unimodal in direction I if m = [w](u)I > 0. We
define
[w](u) = min
I=I¯ c∈A
[w](u)
I¯
and call w m-defect unimodal. An m-defect unimodal polygon is one that can be repre-
sented by a rooted m-defect unimodal polygon. A defective-unimodal polygon is one that
is m-defect unimodal for m > 0. The spanning rectangle of a defective-staircase polygon
is defined to be the SR of the root and the vertex of the MBR farthest from the root. We
note that the difference between the lengths of the polygon and its spanning rectangle is
twice its number of defects, [w](u).
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Proposition 3.4. Let us consider those rooted, non-oriented, 1-defect unimodal SAPs that
are not 1-unimodal. These are [0,1]-corner unimodal SAPs, whose s.g.f. we denote U[0,1].
We have
U[0,1] = 1 − x
y
(
E
[
xy(1 − y)
1 − x − y
]
− uv
1 − uE
[
xy
1 − x − y
])
− 2xP (x, y)
y
+ x
2
1 − x ,
where P(x, y) = x(1 − x)y/((1 − x)2 − y), the m.g.f. for pyramid polygons.
Proof. We begin by noting that the form of [0,1]-unimodal polygons around the root is the
same as that of [0,1]-staircase polygons as depicted in Fig. 5. Reproducing our inclusion–
exclusion argument, mutatis mutandis, we can immediately enumerate all our required
polygons by enumerating the paths with no 1-dimensional loops from (α,0) to (0,1) for
some α  0 with the s.g.f.
1
y
E
[
xα+1(1 − x)y(1 − y)
1 − x − y
]
. (5)
We must now exclude those polygons that intersect. If they have a corner-staircase
polygon as a factor, then they must intersect after the indent. (See Fig. 6(a).) Such
staircase factors are enumerated by Sα+1,1, and so adding a unimodal loop gives
uα+1vE[xy/(1 − x − y)]. The only other way these polygons can intersect is before the
indent, forming a height one loop in the bottom corner. These either have non-empty pyra-
mid factors, as in Fig. 6(b), or the SR is of height zero. If the indent occurs on the edge of
the MBR (forming a negatively oriented height one loop), these polygons are enumerated
by the s.g.f. of fixed width α
[
xα
](xP (x, y)
(1 − x)3 +
x2
(1 − x)2
)
= [xα]xP (x, y)
(1 − x)y .
If the orientation of the loop is positive, the exclusion case is enumerated by the s.g.f.
xα+1
1 − x
[
xα
] P(x, y)
(1 − x)2 .
(a) Those that intersect after the indent (b) Those that intersect before the indentFig. 6. The form of rooted intersecting [0,1]-corner unimodal polygons of height at least one.
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Fig. 7. Defective-unimodal polygons which have a height one loop adjacent to a non-staircase, unimodal
self-avoiding factor.
Summing the above cases over all possible values of α generates polygons that can
have a horizontal 1-dimensional factor at the root, which we can exclude by multiplying
by (1 − x). 
3.2.2. Turning-defective unimodal SAPs
Unimodal polygons that are 1-defect can usually be factored into a 1-defect staircase
polygon and a unimodal SAP, or a staircase polygon and a 1-defect unimodal SAP. Now,
the polygons that do not factor as either of these forms must factor as a 1-unimodal polygon
with a height one loop. (See Fig. 7.) We would like to classify these three classes according
to some decomposition.
Definition 10 (Maximal unimodal decomposition). For some w that is a rooted m-defective
unimodal polygon in direction I , let
U(w) = {(u, , v) | uv = w, [u · v](s) + [](u) = m,  is a non-empty polygon}
be its set of unimodal decompositions, such that if (si , si+1) is an indent of uv, then
|SR(s1, si+1)|j < |SR(w)|j , ∀j . The maximal unimodal decomposition of w, denoted
w(u) = (u∗, ∗, v∗), is defined as
w(u) = max
[u·v](s)
max|uv| U(w).
We define the maximal unimodal decomposition of an unrooted m-unimodal polygon to be
that of its m-unimodal cyclic permutation that is rooted in the corner of its SR.
Definition 11 (Turning-defective unimodal). If w is almost-unimodal and its maximal uni-
modal decomposition, (u∗, ∗, v∗) is such that ∗ is self-intersecting, then we call w a
turning-defective unimodal polygon. Note that this means that ∗ is almost-convex and
can be factored as u+lu− such that u+u− is a unimodal SAP and l is a height one loop
containing the indent.
Proposition 3.5. Let U ′turn be the s.g.f. for rooted 1-defect unimodal polygons with no 1-di-
mensional loops whose maximal decompositions are of the form (∅, ∗,∅), such that ∗ is
self-intersecting. Thus, ∗ contains a height one loop that includes the indent, and
U ′turn =
2x (
(1 + 3x)vSPZ + 2U − yS[0,1] − (1 − x)SP
)
.(1 − x)2
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Fig. 8. The turning-defective polygons when the indent touches the top of the MBR.
Proof. Given a turning-defective, 1-defect unimodal polygon with no staircase factor, if
the indent touches the top of the SR, then the polygon must be of the form depicted in
Fig. 8(a). Their m.b.g.f. we denote U ′corner, and we have
U ′corner =
2x
(1 − x)2
(
yS[0,1] − (1 − x)SP
)
. (6)
Now, let us assume that the indent does not touch the top of the SR and, without loss
of generality, that the orientation is positive. As such, the indent is one of the first m oc-
currences of 2 and is of the form depicted in Fig. 7(b). And so, we can factor ∗ as u+lu−
with l being of height one. It is either adjacent to a right-edge arc of the SAP u+u−, or
is attached to one corner of the right-edge. Considering the latter case, when l touches
the top-most vertex of the right-edge of u+u− but is not adjacent to a right-edge arc, the
m.b.g.f. is x(U − 2yS[0,1])/(1 − x)2. When l touches the bottom corner, the m.b.g.f. is
simply xU/(1 − x)2. Now let us consider the former case, where the loop is next to a
right-edge arc. Given such an arc, the loop is either immediately adjacent, or has two pos-
sible orientations while connecting to either the upper or lower vertex of the adjacent edge.
These cases are therefore enumerated by the s.g.f.
x
(1 − x)2
(
(1 + 3x)
(∑
c
cUc − SP
)
+ 2(U − yS[0,1])
)
, (7)
where Uc is the m.b.g.f. of rooted unimodal polygons with right perimeter c. We transform
these unimodal polygons to be in corner-staircase form, as is illustrated in Fig. 9. Hence,
Uc = xvc +∑a,b x(a+ba )ua+1vb+c+1 = xvc(1 + SPZ), which leaves us with
∑
c
cUc − SP = xv
(1 − v)2 (1 + SPZ) − SP = SP
(
(1 − u)Z − 1)= vSPZ. 
3.2.3. Enumerating 1-unimodal SAPs
Lemma 3.6. The m.b.g.f. for 1-unimodal SAPs is
x(2(1 − x)2 − y) 2xP (x, y) xUA(x, y)(1 − x)y + y + (1 − x)y∆3/2
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Sa,b , we rotate the unimodal self-avoiding factor.
where UA = 2(1 − x)5 − y(1 − x)(7 − 10x − x2 + 4x3) + y2(1 − x)(9 − x) − y3(5 −
3x +2x2)+y4 and P(x, y) = x(1 − x)y/((1 − x)2 − y), which is the m.b.g.f. for pyramid
polygons.
Proof. Let Q′ denote the s.g.f. for rooted 1-defect unimodal polygons in direction A+
with no 1-dimensional loops. Then,
Q′ = E
[
y
δ
δy
x(1 − y)2
(1 − x)(1 − x − y) +
x(1 − y2)
(1 − x)(1 − x − y)
]
from Lemma 3.1, mutatis mutandis. Let us then denote the s.g.f. for rooted 1-defect uni-
modal SAPs that have a vertical indent as U ′ and consider those polygons with maximal
decomposition (u∗, l∗, v∗). Following Proposition 3.2 mutatis mutandis, the s.g.f. of such
polygons with their indent in u∗v∗ is 2Z′U −ZSPU/y −ZU ′corner, and that of those with
their indent in l∗ is Z(U ′ + U ′turn) − Z(SP + v)U/y. Therefore,
U ′ = Q
′ − 2Z′U
Z
+ U
y
(3SP + y) + U ′corner − U ′turn.
If the indent of a rooted 1-defect unimodal SAP in neither its first, nor its last vertical
step, then it must be 1-unimodal. Otherwise, it must be corner-defective. Thus, the m.b.g.f.
for 1-unimodal SAPs is the difference between U ′ and the s.g.f.s of corner-defective uni-
modal SAPs given in Proposition 3.4. 
3.3. Enumerating 1-convex polygons
Definition 12 (Maximal convex decomposition). Let w be some m-convex polygon that is
rooted at its first vertical step. We define
C(w) = {(u, 1, v, 2) | w = p1q, (u, 1, v) ∈ U(u1v), (v, 2, u) ∈ U(pq)}
to be the set of convex decompositions of w, such that if the indent of uv is (si , si+1), then
si+1 /∈ MBR(uv).
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w(c) = (u∗, ∗1, v∗, ∗2), is defined as
w(c) = max
[1](u)
max
[u·v](s)
max|uv| C(w).
We arbitrarily take the maximal decomposition of an unrooted m-convex polygon to be that
of the cyclic permutation rooted at its first positive vertical step.
Definition 13 (Turning-defective). Let w be an almost-convex polygon whose maximal
convex decomposition, (u∗, ∗1, v∗, ∗2) is such that ∗1 or ∗2 is self-intersecting. Note that
this means that ∗1 or ∗2 is almost-convex and can be factored as u+lu− such that u+u−
is a unimodal SAP and l is a height one loop containing the indent. We say that w is an
(intersecting) turning-defective convex polygon.
Furthermore, if w is almost-convex, intersecting and admits no convex maximal decom-
position in any direction, then we call it a turning-defective (else self-avoiding) convex
polygon. For example, a 1-unimodal polygon with maximal unimodal decomposition of
the form (∅, ,∅) such that  is intersecting has no maximal convex decomposition. Such
polygons can be factored as c+lc− such that c+c− is a convex SAP and l is a height one
loop containing the indent, and are referred to as a 1-turning-defect convex polygons.
Proposition 3.7. Let C′turn be the m.b.g.f. for rooted, 1-turning-defect convex polygons with
no 1-dimensional loops. Then,
C′turn =
4x
(1 − x)2
(
(1 + 3x)
(∑
m
mRm −
(
U − xy
1 − x
))
+ 2(C − yU[0,1]) − U
+ x
(
U − 2xy
1 − x
))
, (8)
where
∑
m
mRm = xy(1 − x)(1 − x − y)
2
∆2
+ 4xy
2(U/2 − SP − x)
∆3/2
.
Proof. Considering the polygons enumerated by C′turn, let us assume, without loss of gen-
erality, that their orientation is positive, and the indent is one of the first m+ 1 occurrences
of 2. The cardinality of these polygons is therefore four.
If the indent touches the top of the MBR, then the polygon must be of the form depicted
in Fig. 8(b). We denote their m.b.g.f. C′corner which, similarly to Eq. (6), is equal to
x
(1 − x)2
(
2yU[0,1] − U + x
(
U − 2xy
1 − x
))
. (9)
Now, if we assume that the indent does not touch the top or bottom of the MBR, then,
as in Proposition 3.5, we can factor (a cyclic permutation of) the polygon as u+lu− such
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as their unimodal analogues in the previous proposition, except for the fact that the SAPs,
u+u− are now convex and the indent can touch neither the top, nor the bottom of the MBR.
Thus, we can write the m.b.g.f., directly from Eq. (7), as
x
(1 − x)2
(
(1 + 3x)
(∑
m
mRm −
(
U − xy
1 − x
)))
+ 2(C − 2yU[0,1]),
where C(x, y) is the m.b.g.f. for oriented convex SAPs, and Rm(x, y) is the m.b.g.f. for
non-oriented convex SAPs with right-perimeter m, which is well known. Referring to [10],
we have
Rm = x
∆2
E{x}
[
(1 − x)2(1 − x − y)2((1 + x)2 − y)2
(
y
1 − x
)m]
− 4x
2y(1 − x − y − SP)vm
∆3/2
, (10)
and, consequently, the given m.b.g.f. for 1-convex SAPs. 
3.3.1. Enumerating 1-convex SAPs
Corollary. The m.b.g.f. for non-directed 1-convex SAPs with a vertical indent is
8x2yA
(1 − x)∆5/2 +
2x2yB
(1 − x)((1 − x)2 − y)∆3 ,
where
A(x,y) = (1 − x)5 − y(1 − x)3(4 + 3x) + 6y2(1 − x) − 2y3(2 − x + x2)+ y4,
B(x, y) = −4(1 − x)8 + 8y(1 − x)6(3 + 2x) − y2(1 − x)4(60 + 35x + 10x2 − x3)
+ y3(1 − x)2(80 − 3x + 28x2 + 9x3 − 2x4)
+ 2y4(−30 + 31x − 13x2 + 37x3 + 7x4)
+ 2y5(12 − 5x − 17x2 − 23x3 + x4)− y6(4 − 5x − 24x2 + x3)− 3y7x.
Proof. Let R′ denote the m.b.g.f. for 1-convex polygons with no 1-dimensional loops and
a vertical indent. Then,
R′ = E
[
x2y3
δ
δy
(
x
δ
δx
(1 − y)2
(1 − x)(1 − x − y) +
2(1 − y)2
(1 − x)2(1 − x − y)
)
+ 4x
4y2
(1 − x)3
]
,
from Lemma 3.1, mutatis mutandis.
Now, let w be an arbitrary 1-convex polygon with no 1-dimensional loops that is rootedat the vertex preceding the first positive vertical step. Its maximal convex decomposition,
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(almost-)unimodal and u∗·v∗ (almost-)staircase, both either in direction {1,2} or {1¯,2}.
We begin by enumerating those 1-convex polygons which have a maximal decom-
position. We assume, without loss of generality, that ∗1 is in direction A+, and follow
Proposition 3.2 mutatis mutandis. We note, however, that those decompositions which have
the indent as the first vertical step of ∗2 (but not the very first) and have |u∗∗1v∗|2 = 1 are
invalid decompositions. If ∗2 is self-avoiding, as is illustrated in Fig. 8(b), the polygons are
enumerated by C′corner, given in Eq. (9). If ∗2 is intersecting, the maximal decomposition
cannot admit an almost-staircase factor, as u∗v∗ = ∅, and there must therefore be another
height one loop in the horizontally adjacent corner. These are enumerated by the m.b.g.f.
C′pyramid = 4
(
x
1 − x
)2(
P − xy
1 − x
)
,
where P = x(1 − x)y/((1 − x)2 − y), the m.b.g.f. for pyramid polygons. Thus, we have
the m.b.g.f. for intersecting 1-convex polygons in direction A+ with no 1-dimensional
loops and with their indent in u∗ or ∗2 of their maximal decomposition as U(Q′ −
Z′U − U/(2y)) − C′corner − C′pyramid, and via symmetry arguments, we obtain the m.b.g.f.
of the 1-convex polygons with maximal decompositions. Those without are either self-
avoiding or turning-defective. The latter case is enumerated by C′turn, given in Eq. (8).
Thus, 1-convex SAPs are enumerated by the m.b.g.f.
R′ − 4U(Q′ − Z′U)+ 3U2/y + 4(C′corner + C′pyramid)− C′turn. 
4. The enumeration of 1-convex osculating polygons
Another interesting class of polygons similar to SAPs is that of osculating polygons
(OPs), which are polygons that touch at one or more vertices but do not overlap (share an
arc), or cross. A convex OP must either be a SAP, or be composed of two unimodal loops,
joined by an arbitrary number of 2-dimensional staircase SAPs such that each loop has
the same orientation. This is illustrated in the example in Fig. 10(a). Their m.g.f., denoted
C(O), can therefore be written as C + U2/(1 − SP)2, which is of the form
A(x,y)
(x + y + xy)∆3/2 +
B(x, y)
(x + y + xy)∆2 .
We note that the possibility of an osculating staircase factor, 1/(1 − SP) = (x + y + SP)/
(x + y + xy) explains the factor (x+y+xy) in the denominator, this being the only differ-
ence in the algebraic form of its m.g.f. and that of convex polygons. Recently, Jensen [22]
obtained the isotropic generating function for 1-convex OPs. The results obtained in Sec-
tion 3 can now be used to determine the anisotropic generating function and provide a
combinatorial proof of Jensen’s result.
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Fig. 10. Osculating polygons. The asterisks in (b) indicate that there are zero or more factors.
4.1. 1-staircase osculating polygons
Any 1-staircase OP is composed of a 2-dimensional, 1-defective staircase loop with a
possibly empty, 1-staircase OP at the root and co-root. Note that if the 1-defective loop has
the indent in the corner, then there must be an adjacent non-empty, 2-dimensional loop. The
two possible cases are depicted in Fig. 10(b). Hence, the m.b.g.f. for 1-staircase OPs with
a vertical indent, which we denote S(O)[0,1], is
S
(O)
[0,1] =
S1 + 4SP(S[0,1] − SP/y)
(1 − SP)2 =
2(AOS
√
∆ + BOS)
y2(x + y + xy)2√∆,
where
AOS = −x(1 − x)3 − (1 − x)
(
1 − 2x − 3x2 + 2x3)y + (2 + x − 2x2 − 3x3 + x4)y2
− (1 + 2x + x2 + x3)y3,
BOS = x(1 − x)4 + (1 − x)2
(
1 − 3x − 4x2 + 2x3)y
− (3 − 2x − 6x2 − 2x3 + 6x4 − x5)y2 + (3 + 4x + x2 + x3 − 2x4)y3
− (1 + 2x + x2 − x3)y4.
4.2. 1-unimodal osculating polygons
A 1-unimodal polygon that osculates must factor as either: an osculating staircase factor
and a 1-defective unimodal loop; or a 1-staircase OP and a unimodal loop; or an osculating
staircase factor, a unimodal loop and a height 1 loop. This last case is the osculating equiv-
alent of a turning-defective unimodal polygon. All three cases are illustrated in Fig. 11.
Thus, the m.b.g.f. for 1-unimodal OPs with a vertical indent we denote U(O)[0,1] and is given
by
U
(O)
[0,1] =
U(S[0,1]−SP/y)+SP(2U[0,1]−U/y)+U1+ 2x1−x (U−(1−SP)P−SP−S[0,1])
1−SP + S(O)[0,1]
U
2
xAOU xBOU=
(1 − x)((1 − x)2 − y)y(x + y + xy)2 + (1 − x)y(x + y + xy)2∆3/2 ,
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(c) The indent forms a height 1 loop
(d) 1-convex OPs with a height one loop
that do not factor as a unimodal SAP and
a 1-unimodal OP
Fig. 11. The form of 1-unimodal OPs, and those that are only 1-convex when adjacent to a unimodal SAP. The
asterisk in a staircase polygon again indicates that there are zero or more staircase loops at that root.
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AOU = 2(1 − x)4x(1 + x) + (1 − x)2
(
2 − 9x2 + x3 + 4x4)y
+ (−2 − x + 5x2 + 6x3 − 8x4 + 2x6)y2 + x(1 + 3x + x2 + 3x3 + x4)y3
+ x2(1 + x)(3 + 2x)y4,
BOU = 2(1 − x)5x(1 + x) + (1 − x)3
(
2 − 4x − 19x2 − 5x3 + 4x4)y
+ (1 − x)(−6 − 5x + 19x2 + 31x3 − 13x4 − 12x5 + 2x6)y2
+ (−6 − 9x − 9x3 + 17x4 + 4x5 − 5x6)y3
+ (2 + 3x − 9x2 − 18x3 − x4 + 5x5)y4
− x(1 − 3x + 2x2 + 3x3)y5 + x2(1 + x)y6.
4.3. 1-convex osculating polygons
An osculating polygon which is 1-convex must be: a 1-convex SAP; or an osculating
1-unimodal factor and a unimodal loop; or an osculating unimodal factor and a 1-defective
unimodal loop; or a self-avoiding convex polygon with a height 1 loop forming the in-
dent.
We generate these last two classes of polygon by composing a non-directed unimodal
SAP with a 1-unimodal OP (a class of compositions with cardinality 4). However, we note
that, for a given diagonal direction, this generates polygons with the indent in the staircase
factor twice. Also, the required staircase factor in Fig. 11(b) is no longer necessary, and we
need an adjusting term. Their m.b.g.f. will therefore be
U
(
2U(O)[0,1] + 4U[0,1] − 2U − S(O)[0,1]U/2
)
.
When a height one loop at one side forms the indent and it is not self-avoiding, its form
is similar to the case depicted in Fig. 11(c), only with a unimodal loop at the root. These
are generated by the above composition, except for the case depicted in Fig. 11(d), where
the osculating 1-defective factor is not 1-convex. Here, if the unimodal loop is of height
one itself, then there is a vertical symmetry. This case is generated by the m.b.g.f.
4xP
1 − x
(
U − xy
1 − x
)
.
Now consider those that are composed of self-avoiding convex polygons with a height 1
loop at one corner. We note that such a convex SAP cannot be [0,1]-corner unimodal, else
it would factor as a unimodal loop and a 1-unimodal osculating polygon. Such polygons
are therefore generated by the m.b.g.f.4x/(1 − x)(C − U − 2U[0,1]),
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C
(O)
[0,1] = C′ + U
(
2U(O)[0,1] + 4U[0,1] − 2U − S(O)[0,1]U/2
)
+ 4x
1 − x
(
C − 2U[0,1] + P
(
U − xy
1 − x
))
= 4x
2(1 + x + y)AOC
(1 − x)(x + y + xy)2∆5/2 +
4x2BOC
(1 − x)2((1 − x)2 − y)(x + y + xy)2∆3 ,
where
AOC = (1 − x)5x(1 + x) + (1 − x)3(1 + x)
(
1 − 4x − 6x2 + 2x3)y
+ (1 − x)(−4 + x + 8x2 + 16x3 − x4 − 9x5 + x6)y2
+ 2(3 − x2 + 8x3 − 3x4 − 5x5 + 2x6)y3
+ (−4 − 2x + 12x2 + 15x3 + 3x4 − 6x5)y4 + (1 + 2x − 4x2 + 4x4)y5
− x2(1 + x)y6,
BOC = −(1 − x)9x(1 + x)2 − (1 − x)7(1 + x)
(
1 − 4x − 15x2 − 4x3 + 2x4)y
− (1 − x)5(−5 − 6x + 36x2 + 76x3 + 31x4 − 21x5 − 8x6 + x7)y2
+ (1 − x)3(−9 − 26x + 31x2 + 51x3 + 116x4 − 52x6 − 3x7 + 4x8)y3
− (1 − x)(−5 − 41x + 69x2 − 83x3 + 34x4 + 66x5 − 43x6 − 75x7
+ 9x8 + 5x9)y4
+ (5 − 47x + 89x2 − 37x3 + 15x4 − 47x5 − 97x6 + 21x7 − 28x8 − 2x9)y5
+ (1 + x)(−9 + 27x − 34x2 − 21x3 − 83x4 − 98x5 + 8x6 + 2x7)y6
+ (5 + 7x − 54x2 − 79x3 − 21x4 − x5 − 3x6 − 6x7)y7
+ (−1 − 3x + 51x2 + 117x3 + 87x4 + 32x5 + 7x6)y8
− x(1 + x)(3 + x)(1 + 6x + 4x2)y9 + x(1 + x)3y10.
5. The enumeration of neighbour-avoiding polygons
Neighbour-avoiding polygons (NAPs) are polygons that have a step between all neigh-
bouring vertices. Hence,|i − j | > 1 iff |si − sj | > 1, ∀1 i < j  n + 1.
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around the indent are not neighbour-avoiding, the mapping applied by the bijection, ν does not change this.
A bijection, which we denote ν, between OPs and NAPs, is illustrated in Fig. 12. This
bijection simply adds a step along the MBR whenever the polygon touches it (once for
each side). Thus, the m.g.f. for convex NAPs, denoted C(NA), is given by
C(NA) = 1 + xyC(O),
where the 1 corresponds to the empty polygon, which is considered neighbour-avoiding.
If the vertices around the indent of a 1-convex OP, w, are not neighbour-avoiding, then
ν(w) is not neighbour-avoiding. We must therefore enumerate 1-convex SAPs that are
locally neighbour-avoiding around the indent—i.e., with only horizontal steps within two
steps of the indent—in order to enumerate the OPs we require. Now, 1-unimodal and 1-con-
vex polygons can have different words representing the same polygon. As such, when the
indent touches the top of the MBR, there are two top edges where the bijection ν could
place the extra step. As the indent is already locally neighbour-avoiding, we can add the
extra step without ambiguity to the edge not adjacent to the indent.
5.1. 1-staircase neighbour-avoiding polygons
Lemma 5.1. If S(na)1 is the m.b.g.f. for 1-staircase neighbour-avoiding polygons, then
S
(na)
1 =
x(ANAS
√
∆ + BNAS)
y(x + y + xy)2√∆ ,
where
ANAS = −(x + 1)2y5 + (x + 1)
(
x2 + 3x + 4)y4 + (x + 2)(x2 − x − 3)y3
+ (x − 2)(x + 2)(x2 + x − 1)y2 − (1 − x)(2x3 − x2 − 4x + 1)y − (1 − x)3x,
( )BNAS = (1 − x)4x + (1 − x)2 1 − 5x − 2x2 + 2x3 y
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+ (10 + x − 9x2 − 3x3)y3 − (10 + 14x + 6x2 + 2x3 + x4)y4
+ (1 + x)(5 + 5x + 2x2)y5 − (1 + x)2y6.
Proof. Let us first consider 1-defective staircase polygons with a vertical, neighbour-
avoiding indent. Denoting their s.g.f. Z′(na), from Lemma 3.1 mutatis mutandis, we have
Z′(na) =
2((1 − y)4(1 + y) − 3x(1 − y2)2 − x3(1 + y2) + x2(3 + 7y + 3y2 + 3y3))
y∆3/2
+ 2y − 2
y
.
We recall that there are only two possible forms of staircase OPs, which are illustrated
in Fig. 10(b). And so, we need to find the m.b.g.f. of (non-corner) 1-staircase polygons
with a neighbour-avoiding indent, and the s.g.f. of [0,1]-corner polygons with at least two
horizontal steps between the indent and the root. We note that their sum, which we denote
S′(na), is the s.g.f. for 1-defect staircase SAPs with a neighbour-avoiding indent, and comes
from Proposition 3.2, mutatis mutandis:
S′(na) = ∆Z′(na) + 2u2v2
(
2 + 4u − u2)/y.
Let us now consider just the corner polygons. If the first (respectively second) step was
the indent, then the s.g.f. would be u2v/y (respectively u3v2/y), and there are at least two
horizontal steps on each side of the indent, then the s.g.f. is u4v2/(1 − u)/y. Now, we sum
these cases to get the s.g.f. for the corner polygons, and subtract this (with a factor of 2
for the orientation of the polygon) from S′
(na) to find the m.b.g.f. of 1-staircase SAPs with
neighbour-avoiding indents:
(
(1 − x)4 − (5 − x)(1 − x)2y + (10 − 9x + x2)y2 − (10 − x)y3 + (5 + x)y4 − y5)xZ/y
− ((1 − x)3 + 2(2 − x)(1 − x)y − 3(2 − x)y2 + 4y3 − y4)x/y.
If the OP has a 1-corner staircase factor, then it must have a staircase self-avoiding factor
adjacent, or the polygon will be convex. We therefore have the m.b.g.f. for the composition
of this factor and its adjacent factor as u5v3/(1 − u)/y.
Adding an arbitrary number of self-avoiding loops to each end of either of the above
type of polygons gives all 1-staircase OPs with a neighbour-avoiding indent. And so, one
obtains the stated result by multiplying the sum by 1/(1 − SP)2 and then xy to apply the
bijection ν. 
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5.2.1. Corner-defective unimodal SAPs with a neighbour-avoiding indent
Proposition 5.2. Let us take a characteristic word w = w1w2 with an α × β SR and con-
sider those rooted corner-defective unimodal polygons with no 1-dimensional loops2 of
the form u = w2vw1 whose root are at (a, b), whose indents are neighbour-avoiding, and
whose maximal decompositions are of the form (∅, u,∅). Now, let us assume that their
characteristic words are minimal, such that they do not share an arc with the MBR. The
s.g.f. of such polygons, which we denote U(na)∗[a,b]w ,3 is
U
(na)∗
[a,b]w = E
[
xα+2a0(1 − x)yβ+2b0(1 − y)
1 − x − y
]
− uα+2a0vβ+2b0E
[
xy
1 − x − y
]
− a0xα+1
[
xα
] ∑
β ′β+2b0
Pβ ′(x, y) − b0yβ+1
[
yβ
] ∑
α′α+2a0
Pα′(y, x)
− a0b0
(
α − 1 + β − 1
α − 1
)
xα+1yβ+1,
where a0 = min(1, b), b0 = min(1, a) and Pl(x, y) is the pyramid m.g.f. with left perime-
ter l.
Notation. We denote the s.g.f. of those polygons that are corner-staircase and satisfy a
similar neighbour-avoiding condition on the indent S(na)∗[a,b]w .
Proof. Reproducing an inclusion–exclusion argument similar to that of Lemma 3.1, we
can immediately enumerate all our required polygons by enumerating the paths with no
1-dimensional loops from (α + 2a0,0) to (0, β + 2b0) with the generating function
E
[
xα+2a0(1 − x)yβ+2b0(1 − y)
1 − x − y
]
. (11)
If they have a corner-staircase polygon as a factor, then the maximal decomposition
cannot be of the form (∅, v,∅), for some v. Such staircase factors are enumerated by
Sα+2a0,β+2b0 , and so adding a unimodal loop gives
uα+2a0vβ+2b0E
[
xy
1 − x − y
]
.
Finally, as w is minimal, if a (respectively b) is non-zero, its first (respectively last)
step must be an indent of u. This means that there must be two steps perpendicular to
this indent at the end (respectively start) of v. These will form a 1-dimensional loop if the
polygon is of height β + 1 (respectively width α + 1). After its 1-dimensional loop, the
2 Note that there can be a 1-dimensional factor at the root.
3 For clarity, the asterisk indicates the possibility of self-intersection.
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generating function by width and left perimeter. If there is both a horizontal and vertical
1-dimensional loop, then the polygon v must be a directed walk. These cases give the last
three terms in the proposed result. 
We note that the polygons enumerated above are either self-avoiding or are ‘turning-
defective’, due to the condition on the maximal decomposition. We note that these poly-
gons can have a horizontal 1-dimensional loop at the root, which we can remove by
multiplying the generating function by (1 − x).
Corollary. If we define s.g.f. U(na)∗[a,b] =
∑
w U
(na)∗
[a,b]w , we can take a = 0 and b = 1 to obtain
the m.b.g.f.
yU
(na)∗
[0,1] = E
[
x2y(1 − y)
1 − x − y
]
− u
2v
1 − uE
[
xy
1 − x − y
]
− x
1 − x P (x, y),
and
U
(na)
[0,1] = (1 − x)U(na)∗[0,1] − x2/(1 − x)2P(x, y),
where P(x, y) is the pyramid m.g.f.
5.2.2. Enumerating 1-unimodal NAPs
Lemma 5.3. If U(na)1 is the m.b.g.f. for 1-unimodal neighbour-avoiding polygons with a
vertical indent, then
U
(na)
1 =
xANAU
y(1 − x)(1 − y)((1 − x)2 − y)(x + y + xy)2
+ xBNAU
y(1 − x)(1 − y)(x + y + xy)2∆3/2 ,
where
ANAU = 2(1 − x)4x(1 + x) + y(1 − x)2
(
2 − 6x − 7x2 + 7x3 + 2x4)
− y2(8 − 13x − 19x2 + 30x3 − 10x5 + 2x6)
+ y3(12 + x − 28x2 + 8x3 + 18x4 − 6x5 − 2x6)
− y4(1 − x)(1 + x)(8 + 11x − 2x2 − 3x3)+ y5(1 + x)2(2 + x − 2x2),
BNAU = 2(1 − x)5x(1 + x) + y(1 − x)3
(
2 − 10x − 17x2 + x3 + 2x4)
− y2(1 − x)(12 − 21x − 47x2 + 23x3 + 19x4 − 4x5 + 2x6)
+ y3(30 − 7x − 85x2 + 5x3 + 39x4 − 2x5 − 6x6 + 2x7)( )− y4 40 + 52x − 43x2 − 47x3 + 12x4 + 7x5 + x6
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(b) A special case, where the
indent touches the top of the
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Fig. 13. 1-defective unimodal polygons with a neighbour-avoiding condition around the indent.
+ y5(30 + 66x + 20x2 − 40x3 − 28x4 − 7x5 − 2x6)
− y6(1 + x)3(12 − 5x − 4x2)+ y7(1 + x)2(2 + x − 2x2).
Proof. Let Q′(na) denote the s.g.f. for rooted 1-defect unimodal polygons with a vertical
indent that is neighbour-avoiding. From Lemma 3.1 mutatis mutandis, we can enumerate
all 1-defect polygons with a neighbour-avoiding indent. We then note the possibility of a
1-dimensional loop being formed by the two horizontal steps around the indent, if they
are the nth and (n + 1)st. This cannot be excluded via our inclusion–exclusion argument
above, as fixing a 2 after the nth occurrence of 1 to prevent this would produce a forbidden
factor. These three cases, illustrated in Fig. 13, are enumerated respectively by the s.g.f.s.:
2xu3vZ2; xu3vZ/(1 − u); and x2(1 + uZ)(1 + 2vZ). We therefore have
Q′(na) = E
[
y
δ
δy
x2(1 − y)(1 − y − xy)
(1 − x)(1 − x − y) +
x2(1 − y)(1 + y + xy)
(1 − x)(1 − x − y)
]
− x − x2(1 + uZ)(1 + 2vZ) − xu2SPZ
(
2Z − 1
1 − u
)
.
Now, let U ′(na) be the s.g.f. for 1-defect unimodal SAPs with a vertical neighbour-
avoiding indent. Following the factorisation argument of Proposition 3.2 mutatis mutandis,
we obtain the generating function for all 1-defect unimodal loops with neighbour-avoiding
indents, which are either self-avoiding or have a maximal decomposition (∅,w,∅), for
some w. If we enumerate the latter class of polygons with U ′(na)turn , we have
U ′(na) =
√
∆
(
Q′(na) − 2Z′(na)U
)− U ′(na)turn + 2xu
2v
(1 − x)(1 − u) + (2 + u)
u2v
y
(
U − xy
1 − x
)
+ 2vU(na)∗[0,1]12¯ + 2(v + uy)U
(na)∗
[0,1]2¯ − (xv + yu)
x2
1 − x ,
where
U
′(na)
turn =
x2SP
1 − x
(
2Z
(
4 − (2 + x)(1 − u) − (1 + x)v)− u(1 + u)
1 − u − 2u
(
U
x
+ vy
1 − y
))
,from Proposition 3.5, mutatis mutandis.
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we can just apply the neighbour-avoiding condition to all instances of the indent in the
expression for U(O)[0,1] given in Section 4.2. Thus, after applying the bijection, we have the
identity
U
(na)
1 = S(na)1 U +
xy
1 − SP
(
S
(na)
[0,1] − S(na)[0,1]2¯ − S
(na)
[0,1]12¯
)(U
y
− x
1 − x
)
+ xy
1 − SP
(
2SP(U(na)[0,1] − U(na)[0,1]2¯ − U(na)[0,1]12¯
)+ U ′(na) − U(na)[0,1]),
which is the stated result. 
5.3. 1-convex neighbour-avoiding polygons
Proposition 5.4. Let C′(na)turn be the m.b.g.f. for rooted 1-turning-defect convex polygons with
a neighbour-avoiding indent and no 1-dimensional loops. Then,
C
′(na)
turn =
4x2
(1 − x)2
((
1 + x + 2x2)
(∑
m
mRm −
(
U − xy
1 − x
))
+ x(1 + x)
(
U
2
− xy
1 − x
))
+ 4x
2
(1 − x)2
(
2(C − yU[0,1]) − U − (1 − x)
(
C2¯12¯ − U21¯2[0,1]
))
,
where C21¯2 = C − 2R1 − yU(1 + x/(1 − y)) is the m.g.f. of convex SAPs with a factor
±21¯2 touching the minimal vertical edge of the MBR, U21¯2[0,1] = SPU − xy1−x xy1−y is the
m.g.f. of the non-oriented [0,1]-unimodal subset of these polygons, and Rm is given by
Eq. (10).
Proof. We construct these turning-defective polygons as in Section 3.3. To enforce the
neighbour-avoiding condition on the indent, we require that there are two horizontal steps
on either side. We therefore add a horizontal step to either side of the maximal vertical step
by multiplying the m.b.g.f., C′turn (from Eq. (8)) by x. We then exclude those polygons,
c+c−, whose indent neighbours the self-avoiding factor c+c−. Those with the indent
neighbouring a right-most edge of c+c− are enumerated by
2x3
(1 − x)
(∑
m
mRm −
(
U − xy
1 − x
))
.
In the remaining cases,  must be diagonally adjacent to c+c−. These are enumerated by
x3
(
U xy
)(1 − x) 2 − 1 − x
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ated by x2(C21¯2 − U21¯2[0,1])/(1 − x), where C21¯2 is the m.g.f. of convex SAPs with a factor±21¯2 touching the maximal (and by symmetry, minimal) vertical edge of the MBR, and
U21¯2[0,1] is the m.g.f. of the non-oriented subset of these polygons whose 21¯2 factor touches
the top of the MBR. These are straightforward to enumerate via basic inclusion–exclusion
arguments. 
Lemma 5.5. If C(na)1 is the m.b.g.f. for 1-convex neighbour-avoiding polygons, then
C
(na)
1 =
2xy
(1 − x)(1 − y)(x + y + xy)2∆3
(
ANAC(1 + x + y)
√
∆
+ BNAC
((1 − x)2 − y)((1 − y)2 − x)
)
,
where
ANAC = (1 − x)5x3(1 + x) + (1 − x)3x2(1 + x)
(
1 − 7x − 2x2 + x3)y
− (1 − x)x(−1 + 13x − 32x2 − x3 − 10x4 + 19x5 − x6 + x7)y2
+ (1 − 9x + 45x2 − 42x3 − 46x4 + 31x5 − 16x6 + 17x7 − 6x8 + x9)y3
+ (−4 + 12x − 31x2 − 46x3 + 46x4 + 18x5 − 10x6 − 5x7 − 2x8)y4
+ (5 + 7x + 9x2 + 31x3 + 18x4 − 36x5 − 11x7)y5
+ x(−17 − 29x − 16x2 − 10x3 + 24x5)y6
+ (−5 + 3x + 20x2 + 17x3 − 5x4 − 11x5)y7 − 2(−2 − 2x + x2 + 3x3 + x4)y8
+ (−1 + x)(1 + x)2y9,
BNAC = −(1 − x)9x3(1 + x)2 − (1 − x)7x2(1 + x)
(
1 − 9x − 14x2 + x3 + x4)y
+ (1 − x)5x(−1 + 15x − 34x2 − 103x3 − 45x4 + 35x5 + 29x6 − x7 + x8)y2
+ (1 − x)3(−1 + 12x − 80x2 + 63x3 + 374x4 − 94x5 − 120x6 − 100x7 + 60x8
− 4x9 + x10 + x11)y3
+ (1 − x)(−7 + 47x − 180x2 − 113x3 + 1247x4 − 915x5 − 361x6 + 250x7
+ 17x8 + 22x9 − 109x10 + 37x11 + x12)y4
+ (−19 + 55x − 25x2 − 947x3 + 2162x4 − 424x5 − 1611x6 + 1023x7
− 179x8 − 96x9 − 34x10 − 52x11 + 18x12 + x13)y5
+ (21 + 75x − 354x2 + 1221x3 − 554x4 − 1611x5 + 1272x6 − 427x7 − 81x8)− 143x9 + 177x10 − 43x11 − x12 y6
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− 140x9 + 210x10 − 36x11 + x12)y7
+ (−42 + 140x + 173x2 + 94x3 + 233x4 − 179x5 − 81x6 + 655x7 − 136x8
− 209x9 + 61x10 − 3x11)y8
+ (42 + 78x − 176x2 − 364x3 − 5x4 − 96x5 − 143x6 − 140x7 − 209x8
− 50x9 + 2x10)y9
+ (−6 − 155x − 85x2 + 293x3 + 131x4 − 34x5 + 177x6 + 210x7
+ 61x8 + 2x9)y10
+ (−21 + 75x + 130x2 − 74x3 − 146x4 − 52x5 − 43x6 − 36x7 − 3x8)y11
+ (19 − 6x − 44x2 + 4x3 + 36x4 + 18x5 − x6 + x7)y12
+ (−7 − 5x + 6x2 + 2x3 + x4 + x5)y13 + (1 − x)(1 + x)2y14.
Proof. Let R′(na) denote the m.b.g.f. for 1-convex polygons with a vertical neighbour-
avoiding indent. Then,
R′(na) = x3E
[
xy2
δ
δx
(
y
δ
δy
1
(1 − x)(1 − x − y) +
1
(1 − x)2
)
+ y
(1 − x − y)2
]
,
from Lemma 3.1, mutatis mutandis. If C′(na) is the m.b.g.f. for directed 1-convex SAPs
with a vertical neighbour-avoiding indent, its derivation follows from Section 3.3.1, mutatis
mutandis.
A 1-convex OP with a neighbour-avoiding indent is constructed in exactly the same way
as in Section 4.3, only applying the neighbour-avoiding condition to the indent. Thus, after
applying the bijection, we have
S
(na)
1 U
2 + xyC′(na) +
2xyU
1 − SP
(
U ′(na) +
(
S
(na)
[0,1] − S(na)[0,1]2¯ − S
(na)
[0,1]12¯
)(U
y
− x
1 − x
))
+ 4xy(U(na)[0,1] − U(na)[0,1]2¯ − U(na)[0,1]12¯
)( U
1 − SP −
xy
1 − x
)
.
This is the generating function with a vertical indent. Adding the symmetric function which
generate the polygons with a horizontal indent, we obtain the given result. 
6. Asymptotics
In this section we calculate the asymptotics for convex and 1-convex osculating and
neighbour-avoiding polygons, and give the corresponding general result for m-convex
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lowing:
[
xn
]
(1 − 4x)−k =
(
n + k − 1
k − 1
)
4n,
[
xn
]
(1 − 4x)−3/2 =
√
n
π
(
2 + 3
4n
− 7
64n2
+ O
(
1
n3
))
4n,
[
xn
]
(1 − 4x)−5/2 =
√
n
π
(
4n
3
+ 5
2
+ 65
96n
+ O
(
1
n2
))
4n. (12)
The asymptotic expression for the number of polygons then follows by expanding the
factors multiplying the above terms about x = 1/4, using the above asymptotic expressions
and collecting terms. In this way we find the number of convex osculating polygons of
perimeter 2n to be given by
p
(O)
2n =
n4n
128
[
1 − 4√
nπ
+ 17
6n
+ O(n−3/2)
]
. (13)
Interestingly, the first two terms are precisely equal to the corresponding terms in the case
of ordinary convex SAPs, though the third term is different, having coefficient 3/2 in the
case of convex polygons [19]. Thus we see that, asymptotically, there are the same number
of osculating convex polygons as ordinary convex polygons. This is not the case [22] for
SAPs compared to osculating SAPs, where osculations allow for exponentially more SAPs.
The corresponding result for convex, neighbour avoiding polygons follows similarly as
p
(NA)
2n =
n4n
2048
[
1 − 4√
nπ
+ 5
6n
+ O(n−3/2)
]
. (14)
For neighbour-avoiding convex polygons we see that the exponential growth is the same
as for convex polygons, but that the amplitude is smaller by a factor of 16.
For 1-convex polygons the calculations proceed similarly, but are just a little more te-
dious because of the high degree polynomials that occur in the numerators. The results are
surprisingly simple. The number of 1-convex, osculating polygons of perimeter 2n is given
by
p
(O)
2n,1 =
n24n
256
[
1 − 4√
nπ
− 9677
4608n
+ O(n−3/2)
]
. (15)
Similarly, the number of 1-convex, neighbour-avoiding polygons of perimeter 2n is given
by
(NA) n
24n
[
4 46541 ( −3/2)]p2n,1 = 16384 1 − √nπ − 4608n + O n . (16)
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asymptotic expansion as have their convex counterpart, while the amplitude of 1-convex
neighbour-avoiding polygons is down by a factor of 64 compared to 1-convex polygons.
In [19] it was proved that the number of m-convex polygons of perimeter 2n is given
by p2n,m = nm+14n/(2m+7m!) for m = o(√n ), and that the radius of convergence of the
series counting all such polygons with m = o(n) is 1/4. Based on numerical data it was
conjectured further [19] that
p2n,m = n
m+14n
2m+7m!
[
1 − 4√
nπ
+ O
(
m2
n
)]
,
for m = o(√n ). That is to say, the first correction term is independent of m. For both os-
culating and neighbour-avoiding polygons, the result that the radius of convergence of the
series counting all such polygons with m = o(n) is 1/4 follows virtually without change.
The result for osculating polygons that p(O)2n,m = nm+14n/(2m+7m!) for m = o(
√
n ), fol-
lows mutatis mutandis, as does the conjecture that
p
(O)
2n,m =
nm+14n
2m+7m!
[
1 − 4√
nπ
+ O
(
m2
n
)]
,
for m = o(√n ).
In the case of neighbour avoiding polygons the topmost, bottommost, leftmost and
rightmost straight segments of the polygon (these are the sections that coincide with the
minimum bounding rectangle) must be at least of length two, otherwise the neighbour
avoiding constraint is violated. This reduces the choices at precisely four vertices. At these
vertices no bend is permitted. This gives rise to an extra factor 2−4 compared to the con-
vex and osculating convex case. In the convex and osculating convex cases, when inserting
non-convex pieces, there are four step sequences that are forbidden. These are 11¯, 1¯1, 22¯
and 2¯2. These give rise to the factor 2−m, as explained in [19]. For neighbour-avoiding
convex polygons, there are eight further forbidden sequences, such as 121¯, and seven other
similar such sequences that violate the neighbour avoiding condition. These then give rise
to a factor 2−2m. So for neighbour-avoiding convex polygons of convexity m, we arrive at
the result that the number of such polygons is
p
(NA)
2n,m = nm+14n
/(
23m+11m!) for m = o(√n ).
Our exact results for the cases m = 0 and m = 1 also support the conjecture that
p
(NA)
2n,m =
nm+14n
23m+11m!
[
1 − 4√
nπ
+ O
(
m2
n
)]
,
√
for m = o( n ).
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